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Standard Shipping $5

Feb 10 - Feb 24

Items are sold and shipped by jiujiuchongyangjie

Overview Related

Lolyer Silicone massage gloves body

brush massage brush for beauty salon

$18

4 interest-free payments of
$4.50. Learn more
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About Delivery Dates Show More

Description Show Less

Joom: Despite any information provided by the seller, this product is not intended for 

the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of any disease. It is not a dietary 

supplement, it is not a drug, and should not be used for any medical purposes. 

This Massager is equipped with 9pcs 360rollers, allows you to massage any point of 

your body, will bring you comfortable feelings while rolling, helps remove your fatigue 

by improving circulation. Reduces aches and pains. 

Features: 

Helps to remove the fatigue, improve the eyesight, prevent the neck diseases and 

dizziness, activate and beautify the skin. 

Used for massaging the right points of the body, to promote the blood circulation, relax 

muscle pain. 

9 rolling balls,360 degree rotating position, can massage any point of your body. 

Palm shape design, easy to wear on hand and convenient to use. 

Rolls back and forth at any time anywhere. 

Specifications: 

Type: Massager 

Material: Rubber; Stainless steel 

Color: Blue; Purple; Pink  

Quantity: 1 pc 

Package Size: 17.0 * 15.0 * 5.0cm / 6.7 * 5.9 * 2.0in 

Package Weight: 257.5g / 9.1oz 

Note: We sell this massager at random colors. 

Package List: 

1 * Massager
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Sold By View store

jiujiuchongyangjie

5.0

30 Day Return & Refund

Shop with Confidence!

We want you to be completely satisfied with your purchase on Wish.

Return all products within 30 days of delivery if they are not up to

your satisfaction.

Learn More

Report this listing for inaccurate information Report
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